**DATE** | **EVENT** | **CONTACT**
--- | --- | ---
August 4 | EMI kickoff meeting for project on future system adequacy and flexibility with MEPSO. 8:00 AM - 9:00 AM EST. **[Closed]** | Elliot Roseman Ext. 1255
August 9-13 | South Asia Regional Initiative for Energy Integration (SARI/EI) Training on the Creation and Operations of a Power Exchange for Bangladesh, Bhutan and Nepal. | Sarah Blanford Ext. 1239
August 10-11 | U.S.-Asia Gas Partnership (AGP) Basic and Advanced LNG training provided by Gas Technology Institute for Philippines Department of Energy Gas Policy Development Project (GPDP-2) staff. Program conducted in partnership with U.S. Department of Commerce Commercial Law & Development Program. | Sarah Blanford Ext. 1239
August 23 | First session, Geothermal in Colombia workshop, focusing on costs. Time TBD. **[Closed]** | Johanna Koolemans-Beynen Ext. 1221
August 25 | Second Advisory Council meeting for implementation of Colombia Course Action Plans. 5:00 PM – 7:00 PM EST. **[Closed]** | Johanna Koolemans-Beynen Ext. 1221
August 26 | U.S.-Asia Gas Partnership (AGP) training on LNG distribution provided by American Petroleum Institute for Philippines Department of Energy Gas Policy Development Project (GPDP-2) staff. Program conducted in partnership with U.S. Department of Commerce Commercial Law & Development Program. | Sarah Blanford Ext. 1239
September 7 | RES Integration into the Moldova Electric Transmission Grid Project. USEA/USAID Moldova Power System Balance for Interconnections with Neighboring Systems Analysis Workshop. **[Closed]** | Natalia Fominykh Ext. 1262
September 9 | USEA’s Advanced Energy Technology Forum will explore technological innovation in the energy sector. The event focuses on research and development in the corporate and government sectors, including national labs and universities. **REGISTER HERE**
Agenda and more information coming soon. | Kim Grover Ext. 1230
September 13-24 | Financial Modeling for the Tanzania Natural Gas Sector. **[Closed]** | Derek Burke Ext. 1228
September 29 | Third Advisory Council meeting for implementation of Colombia Course Action Plans 5:00 PM - 7:00 PM EST. **[Closed]** | Johanna Koolemans-Beynen Ext. 1221
**SAVE THE DATE! U.S. AFRICA ENERGY FORUM**
**www.useafricaenergy.com | USEAF2021**

The energy industry landscape has transformed, and as Africa and the United States get their respective energy sector recoveries underway, now is the time to take a new approach to Africa’s most important commercial partnership in oil, gas and power.

As the Biden Administration resets and places new focus on the U.S.-Africa relationship, Energy Capital & Power, in partnership with the African Energy Chamber’s U.S.-Africa Committee, will introduce American companies to African opportunities, promote greater investment into selected African nations, and advance an agenda of sustainable, long term investment in African energy and other sectors by U.S. organizations.

The U.S.-Africa Energy Forum is supported by champions of Africa in Washington, D.C. and Houston, and celebrates America’s vital role in Africa’s future prosperity. As partners, the United States and Africa are leaders in defining and shaping the global energy transition.

Under the theme “New Horizons for U.S. Africa Energy Investment” Houston will host a forum that explores diverse foreign investment and export opportunities across the continent.